
No More Bad Signs!
PROMOTE YOUR COLLECTION WITH GRAPHIC DESIGN* 
*(EVEN IF  YOU’RE  NOT A  DES IGNER! )
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Amy Jones

Communications Specialist/Graphic Designer

Whatcom County Library System



We’ll discuss:

• Our own display sign woes & how we solved them
• Remaking our image – staying fresh & modern
• Cross-promoting collections
• Basic design principles & tools anyone can use
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Standard display idea: Romance
What images would you expect to see?

What phrases would you expect to be used?
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BOTHAsk group to shout out what they would expect to see on a romance collection display signTalk about how words and images shape perceptions and how we wanted to avoid stereotypes of what a relationship looks like (gender, race, even number of people in relationship)



WHERE WE STARTED vs. WHERE WE ARE NOW
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OLD APPROACH: Standard themesVery literal imageryNot a unified lookClosed-endedBORINGNEW APPROACHBroader conceptsCreative imagery that enhances themesConsistent lookVisually appealing



Our process



Why use broad concepts?
Appeal to more patrons

Opportunity to highlight lots of materials
Supports whole-collection RA

Easier to replenish displays
Increases engagement and interest

Stops people in their tracks!



LIMITED vs. BROAD
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Here’s an example of how our process works:Our staff suggested “classics” or “better with age” for displays ofClassic fiction and nonfictionReissued books and moviesThings that you used to love that are popular againText and/or images felt limited. What gets better with age? Wine? Shakespeare? We worried that the designs would end up being used only for books on winemaking or Chilton’s manuals/Mary and I worked together to come up with the phrase “In Case You Missed It” and I found a fun, unexpected image that allowed for a broader use of collection materials (for example: past bestsellers that aren’t necessarily “classics”) and carried no judgement about what you SHOULD have already read.



Let’s give it a try!
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Ask group to decide which collection materials they would pair with each display sign and raise hands to identify which sign they picked for each bookReveal: there are no wrong answers! The beauty of broad display signs is that they can work with a much wider range of materials.



HOW IMAGES SHAPE MESSAGE
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We had a request for a “banned books” sign and caution tape was suggested for imagery as that has become a common visual metaphor for banned books.But to me, caution tape suggested ideas of danger, staying away, etc. And that is definitely not the message we wanted to send! We wanted to invite curiosity, encourage dialogue, and stretch boundaries. We wanted to invite patrons IN, not push them away. More importantly, we wanted to be able to include controversial topics in these displays without sending the message that the library was recommending that you stay away from such things.So, we tweaked the phrasing to a more broad approach of “dangerous ideas” and found an image that suggests catching fire, being “woke”, spreading the spark, etc.



Design Thinking: what problem are you 
trying to solve?
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Design is really just about identifying problems and coming up with creative solutions. The first step should always be asking yourself what specific problem you are trying to solve. For us, the problems we wanted to solve were:Creating display signs that inspired surprise and delightFinding phrases and images that were inclusiveFiguring out ways to use a wide range of library materials on a single displayEXAMPLE: Our staff continued to request history month signs, but we were concerned about leaning on stereotypes and/or including only a narrow definition of what it means to be a woman or an African American or LGBTQ, etc. On the left is one of our old signs, but it reduces women to being narrowly defined by motherhood (and blissful motherhood at that!). On the right is our new approach. We wanted to find a way to bring a sense of whimsy and fun and celebration to these signs that can typically be quite serious.



Design Your Brand
Consistent colors and fonts create the feeling of a brand. Different combinations of fonts and 
colors create distinct feelings, even with the same image and layout. 

Is your library subtle or bold? Subdued or playful?
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A brand is just a fancy way of saying: a consistent look and feelsomething that is easily identifiable and/or recognizableA brand makes it easy for people to know who we are. A brand helps create a consistent connection with our patrons. Having things looks similar makes it easier for patrons to identify library messages.So how do you do it?The first step is to figure out the personality of your library. Is it subtle or bold? Professional or playful? Then let those key words dictate your font and color choices. As you can see from the examples on the slide, different colors and fonts convey very different feelings, even when the layout is exactly the same.



Design Principles
Consistent elements create a unified look – even when the styles of illustration are very different
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Consistent elements create a unified look – even when the styles of illustration are very different. This consistency helps patrons easily identify library signs and messages.What Elements:One or two fontsA limited color paletteConsistent style elements (type alignment, upper or lower case, white border, etc.We Use:Myriad Pro All capsUsually solid color background with white typeTypography is usually at top of sign with image centered underneathWe even use the consistent brand elements to create a unified look between our Adult, Teen, and Children’s collection signs. 



Resources

• Canva Free Version

• Freepik (for vector 
illustrations)

• Unsplash Photos

• Canva For Work: $9.95 per 
month 

• iClipart.com subscription 
(photos and vector 
illustrations): $7.50 per month

• Adobe Stock subscription (high 
quality photos and vector 
illustrations): $29.99 per month

• Creative Cloud (Illustrator, 
Indesign, Photoshop) through 
TechSoup: $19.99 per month

• Free Illustrator tutorials 
through Adobe!
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Free Canva2 folders to organize designsUp to 10 team members on one account1 GB of storage for photos, logos, etc. that you uploadAccess to over 8,000 templatesAccess to millions of photos for $1.00 eachCanva For WorkUnlimited folders that you can share with your teamUnlimited number of team membersAccess to 400,000 free photos and illustrationsSave your brand colors, logos, and fonts on the brand pagePublish your own designs as templates and save to your brand pageEasily resize any of your designs for social media platforms or other design dimensionsAdditional resources in Canva (even if only using the free version!)Tutorials: basics of graphic design, how to create a brand, tips and tricks, etc.Color palette generatorFont combinationsDesign size guide



Advice from 
Chip Kidd
Chip Kidd is an American graphic 
designer, best known for his book 
covers. Based in New York City, Kidd 
has become one of the most famous 
book cover designers to date. Kidd is 
currently the associate art director at 
Knopf, an imprint of Random House.   
~ Wikipedia
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MARYDisplay signs in action! AMY ADD-IN:We’ve even had reports from this branch that they have patrons who know when the library staff create new displays and they intentionally come in to see the new displays and “figure out the puzzle.” I didn’t include the photo here, but one of my favorite examples is using the display signs “Short and Sweet” which we had originally intended for books under 100 pages and including a book about Pug dogs in the display!



Questions?
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